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Abstract. We consider the synthesis of reactive systems from specifications with
identifiers. Identifiers are useful to parametrize the input and output of a reactive
system, for example, to state which client requests a grant from an arbiter, or the
type of object that a robot is expected to fetch.
Traditional reactive synthesis algorithms only handle a constant bounded range
of such identifiers. However, in practice, we might not want to restrict the number
of clients of an arbiter or the set of object types handled by a robot a priori. We
first present a concise automata-based formalism for specifications with identifiers. The synthesis problem for such specifications is undecidable. We therefore
give an algorithm that is always sound, and complete for unrealizable safety specifications. Our algorithm is based on computing a pattern-based abstraction of a
synthesis game that captures the realizability problem for the specification. The
abstraction does not restrict the possible solutions to finite-state ones and captures
the obligations for the system in the synthesis game. We present an experimental
evaluation based on a prototype implementation that shows the practical applicability of our algorithm.

1 Introduction
Automatically synthesizing reactive systems from their specifications is an ambitious,
yet worthwhile challenge. The applicability of synthesis technology ranges from rapid
prototyping to specification debugging, which improves system designer productivity
and helps to find incorrect assumptions or forgotten requirements at an early stage in a
system development process.
Traditionally, the input and output signals of the systems that are computed in reactive synthesis are purely boolean. If we are not interested in synthesizing hardware,
but rather software, this view is often not justified. For example, in a mutual exclusion
protocol, we might be getting requests for accesses to a shared resource from a group of
clients whose size is unknown a-priori. A robot that satisfies some mission specification
on the other hand might need to deliver a large variety of objects. In both cases, we are
dealing with identifier values that form part of the input or output of a reactive system.
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Fig. 1. An example specification (in form of a universal one-weak automaton) for a simple mutual exclusion (mutex) protocol with the input variables rf (signaling that request is issued) and
ri (representing the identity of the request) and the output variables gf (signaling that a grant
is given) and gi (for the identity of the grant). The variables ri and gi hold values from the domain of identifiers, whereas rf and gf are boolean. The automaton models that all requests must
eventually be answered by a corresponding grant, and no two grants may be given in successive
computation cycles. Accepting states are doubly-circled. As the automaton branches universally,
it has to accept along all possible runs for a word to be accepted. Along a transition from q0 to q1 ,
we assign a value to variable a that captures that a request with id a = ri has been issued. In state
q1 , a run then waits until the request is answered by a grant, at which point it ends. States q2 and
q3 ensure that no two grants may be given in successive transitions. All infinite runs for a word
must be accepting for the word to be contained in the language of the automaton. Any implementation satisfying this specification is infinite-state, as requests may come in faster than they can
be answered. Yet, the specification is realizable as there is no time bound on the answering time.

For the mutual exclusion protocol, the identifiers represent client numbers, whereas for
the robot example, they encode the types of the objects that the robot has to deliver.
In this paper, we present an approach to synthesize reactive systems from specifications with identifier variables. We present a specification formalism that allows the
concise representation of requirements for systems that have identifier input and output
variables. By combining universal branching in word automata with identifier variables,
we obtain a powerful, yet semantically simple way of describing specifications for such
systems. Figure 1 shows an example of such a specification. Automata with universal
branching are well-studied in the scope of reactive synthesis as they are a simple, yet
expressive, specification model for reactive synthesis algorithms, and at the same time
do not blow up under conjunction [10,12]. This is highly desirable as practical specifications describe sets of properties that a system under design all need to fulfill, which
are thus connected by conjunction.
The synthesis algorithm that we propose for such specifications exploits the conciseness of our formalism, as it can handle the identifiers in specifications in a symbolic
way. The algorithm is sound, but not complete, as the synthesis problem from specifications with identifiers is undecidable. Additionally, our algorithm is always able to
detect unrealizable safety specifications.
The core idea of our algorithmic solution is to build a pattern-based abstraction of
an infinite realizability checking game in which the winning strategies represent correct
implementations. The patterns describe constraints over run points, i.e., combinations
of states in the universal specification automaton that we can be in (along with the corresponding variable valuations) at the same time. In this manner, we reduce dealing with
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the infinite concrete realizability game to solving a finite abstract realizability game. In
the abstract game, the system player makes promises about how it can control the evolution of a play in the concrete game. In order to compute the possible transitions in the
abstract game, we solve a finite-step subgame between an environment player (that sets
the next input to the system) and a system player (that sets the next output of the system)
in which the system player tries to prove that it can keep its promises. We apply a solver
for quantified boolean formulas (QBF) with free variables (ALLQBF) in order to find a
compact representation of all moves of the two players in the abstract realizability game
that allow the system player to win the finite-step subgame. Solving the abstract realizability game can then be performed using a classical generalized Büchi game solving
algorithm [4]. By starting with a small set of patterns, and gradually letting this set grow
whenever the abstract game is lost by the system player, we can balance the precision
of the abstract game against the computational burden of building it. Often, a small set
of patterns suffices, and we exploit this fact in our construction.
The implementations synthesized with our approach are not necessarily finite-state.
For example, for the specification given in Figure 1, any implementation satisfying it
needs to be infinite-state, and our synthesis algorithm finds one. This distinguishes our
approach from classical reactive synthesis methods and classical abstraction-based solution methods for infinite games [7], which can only find finite-state implementations.
An implementation that is the outcome of our synthesis approach uses queues as primary datatype to store information about obligations to be fulfilled. As an example, for
the specification in Figure 1, the queue would be used to store all requests not having
been served yet. While an infinite-state strategy can surely not be exactly implemented
with actual hardware, our synthesized implementations use the available memory in a
conservative manner, and are thus implementable in practice for input sequences that
do not enforce excessive memory usage.
We start by describing our specification modeling framework in Section 2, followed
by a theoretical analysis of the corresponding synthesis problem in Section 3. Then, we
show how to synthesize from specifications with identifiers with a sound algorithm in
Section 4. This algorithm is also guaranteed to detect unrealizable safety specifications.
We give some experimental results on a prototype implementation of our approach in
Section 5 and conclude with a summary in Section 6.
1.1 Related Work
The benefit of abstracting from concrete data values is well-known in the scope of verification. Wolper [15] defines the notion of data-independence, which intuitively means
that the control flow of a program only depends on the equalities of the data items handled by the program. He shows how data-independence eases the verification of a large
class of properties. His idea is integral to our synthesis approach as all implementations
we compute are data-independent.
Previous work on synthesizing systems with infinite input and output domains only
considered specification languages that did not permit connecting the values from the
infinite domain over time, but rather only allowed local comparisons in every time step.
Cheng and Lee [5] present a synthesis approach for cyber-physical systems in which
linear-time temporal logic (LTL) as specification logic is extended to allow comparisons
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of continuous variables such as sensor values as literals. Tabuada [13] considers similar
specifications and describes techniques to synthesize systems that not only meet their
specification, but do so in a way that is robust to pertubations of the input or output
values.
The problem of synthesizing systems with infinite input and output domains is related to solving games with an infinite state space and synthesizing arbitrarily scalable
systems. Dimitrova and Finkbeiner [6] discuss the solution of infinite incomplete-information games. They present an abstraction-refinement approach that can find finite
winning strategies in such games if these exist. Their approach is not suitable for realizable specifications that have no satisfying finite-state implementation.
Walukiewicz considers the problem of solving parity games over a push-down structure [14]. Winning strategies in such games can be infinite-state, just like in our setting.
As push-down games extend the expressible specification by non-regular properties
rather than allowing an infinitely-sized input/output alphabet, they are not applicable in
the settings dealt with in this paper.
Attie and Emerson describe methods to synthesize arbitrarily scalable systems [1].
Starting with a specification, they propose to synthesize a pair of processes that can then
be instantiated as often as needed, and the composition of these processes still satisfies
the original specification. As the number of allowed instantiations is not bounded, there
is no bound of the state space of the product process. Their composed processes can
deadlock in some situations, which is undesirable. Jacobs and Bloem [8] consider the
same problem for ring architectures of processes. They show that task to be undecidable
for specifications in linear-time temporal logic (LTL), but give a sound semi-algorithm.
In contrast to our synthesis algorithm, all of these approaches to synthesize arbitrarily
scalable systems cannot deal with specifications that always need an infinite number of
states in their implementation regardless of the number of process instantiations, and
can also not deal with input/output alphabets with an infinite domain.

2 Modeling Parametrized Specifications
Basics: In this work, we consider reactive systems with data, for which the data domains for all input and output signals are either boolean or identifiers. Our reactive
system thus has an input signal set I = IB  II that consists of boolean input signals
IB and signals for reading identifiers II , and an output signal set O = OB  OI that
can be decomposed in the same manner. We call (IB , II , OB , OI ) the interface of a
reactive system. We denote by ID the (infinite) set of identifiers; however, we note that,
for the scope of this paper, it is not relevant to fix a concrete domain ID, as we consider
equality checks as the only operation on them. In our examples, we always use integers
for simplicity. The system runs in discrete time steps, called computation cycles, for an
indefinite number of steps, which we abstract from by considering infinite runs of the
system. Such a run is formally given as a word w = w0 w1 w2 . . ., where for every i ∈ IN,
we have wi ∈ IS × OS for the input assignment set IS = (II → ID)× (IB → B) and
the output assignment set OS = (OI → ID) × (OB → B). For example, the following
word represents a run of a reactive system for the specification in Figure 1:
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(1)

Formally, we can specify the behavior of a reactive system by a function f : IS + →
OS that maps input histories to an output to produce next. If for a word w, we have that
for all i ∈ IN, f (w0 |IS w1 |IS . . . wi |IS ) = wi |OS , then we say that w is a run of f .
Specifications: Given some reactive system interface (IB , II , OB , OI ), a specification is a language L ⊆ (IS × OS)ω . Given some reactive system behavior function
f : IS + → OS, we say that f satisfies L if all runs of f are contained in L. The
realizability problem for a language L is to check for the existence of such a behavior
function f , and the synthesis problem is to obtain a representation of such a function f
(if it exists).
Universal semi-one-weak automata for specifications: To represent specifications over
words of infinite length (and an infinite number of identifiers to choose from) in a
finitely-representable way, we use universal semi-one-weak automata with identifier
variables. Formally, for some system interface (IB , II , OB , OI ), such an automaton is
given as a tuple A = (Q, S, δ, qinit , F ), where Q is a finite set of states, S : Q → 2Var
is a scoping function that describes which variables are defined in which states for some
domain of identifier variables Var, qinit ∈ Q is the initial state such that S(qinit ) = ∅,
F is a set of accepting states, and δ is a finite set of transitions.
Every transition is of the form (q, C, A, q  ), where q ∈ Q is a source state, q  is
the target state, C is a set of conditions, and A is a set of assignments. A condition is
either of the form v1 = v2 , v1 = v2 , b = true, or b = false for some b ∈ IB  OB
and v1 , v2 ∈ (S(q)  II  OI ). An assignment is of the form (v, u), where v ∈ Var,
v ∈ S(q  ) \ S(q), and u ∈ II  OI ; intuitively, u is copied into variable v. For a transition to be valid, we require that S(q  ) = S(q)  {v ∈ Var | ∃t ∈ II  OI : (v, t) ∈ A},
and every variable may only occur in A once. Along a sequence of transitions in the
automaton, every variable may only be assigned once, and the aim of introducing a
scoping function into the automaton definition is to make explicit which variables are
defined in which states.
The automata that we are concerned with in this paper are semi-one-weak, i.e., are
like weak automata for all accepting states, and are one-weak for all non-accepting
states, which we also call rejecting states in the following. Formally, A is weak if we can
partition Q into a finite number of subsets that are partially ordered by some comparator
≤Q such that every subset contains only accepting states or only non-accepting states,
and for every transition (q, C, A, q  ) ∈ δ, for Kq being the partition element that q
is in, and Kq being the partition element that q  is in, we have Kq ≤Q Kq . For our
semi-one-weak automata, we furthermore require that every rejecting state is one-weak,
i.e., it is the only element in its partition. Informally, this means that the only looping
paths in the automaton that contain a rejecting state consist solely of self-loops in the
rejecting state.
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Words w = w0 w1 . . . ∈ (IS × OS)ω induce runs in the automaton, where every
point in the run is a combination of a state of A that the run is in, and a variable valuation
for the variables in the scope of the state. Formally, every run point is thus an element of
Π = {(q, f ) ∈ Q×(Var  ID) | domain(f ) = S(q)}, and we say that some sequence
π = π0 π1 . . . πn ∈ Π ∗ is a finite run if π0 = (qinit , ∅) and for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1},
we have (πi , wi , πi+1 ) ∈ δΠ , and that some sequence π = π0 π1 . . . ∈ Π ω is an infinite
run if π0 = (qinit , ∅) and for all i ∈ IN, we have (πi , wi , πi+1 ) ∈ δΠ . In both cases,
the relation δΠ ⊆ Π × (IS × OS) × Π describes the possible transitions in a run
on a semantic level. It is defined to consist of all tuples ((q, f ), x, (q  , f  )) such that
there exists some automaton transition (q, C, A, q  ) such that for all c ∈ C, we have
(f, x) |= c, and f  = f ∪ {(v → x(m)) | (v, m) ∈ A}. We say that a run of A is
accepting if for some q ∈ F , there are infinitely many indices i such that πi = (q, f )
for some variable assignment f or if the run is finite. We say that A accepts a word w
if all runs for w are accepting.
To simplify the presentation, we also represent semi-one-weak automata with IDs
graphically as shown in Figure 1. Accepting states (i.e., those in F ) are drawn doublycircled. Transitions are depicted as arrows, labeled by the conditions and actions. For
example, the arrow from state q0 to q1 in the figure is formalized as (q0 , {rf = true},
{(a, ri )}, q1 ), whereas the self-loop on state q1 actually represents two transitions,
namely (q1 , {gf = false}, ∅, q1 ) and (q1 , {gi = a}, ∅, q1 ).

3 An Analysis of the Synthesis Problem
We start our analysis of the synthesis problem for specifications with identifiers on a
theoretical level. After some basic definitions, we define synthesis games and establish determinacy of the games. Finally, we derive the undecidability of the synthesis
problem for specification with identifiers.
3.1 Basic Definitions
Let w = w0 w1 . . . ∈ (IS × OS)ω be a word and A = (Q, S, δ, qinit , F ) be an automaton over IS × OS. We can arrange all runs π that correspond to w and A in a
run tree. Formally, such a run tree is given as a tuple T, τ with a prefix-closed set T
and a function τ : T → Π that maps every tree node to a state and a variable valuation
at this state. Figure 2 shows a graphical representation for a run tree for the automaton from Figure 1 and the example word in Equation 1. We obtain T, τ from A by
letting T be the smallest subset of Π ∗ that contains (qinit , ∅) and such that for every
π0 π1 . . . πn ∈ T , we have that π0 π1 . . . πn πn+1 ∈ T for precisely those πn+1 ∈ Π
with (πn , wn , πn+1 ) ∈ δΠ . For all π0 π1 . . . πn ∈ T , we set τ (π0 π1 . . . πn ) = πn .
We say that a run tree is accepting if for every infinite sequence π = π0 π1 . . . ∈ Π ω ,
if for all i ∈ IN, we have π0 π1 . . . πi ∈ T , then there exist infinitely many i ∈ IN such
that for τ (π0 π1 . . . πi ) = (q, f ), we have q ∈ F . By definition, for a word, there exists
an accepting run tree if and only if the word is accepted.
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q0
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Fig. 2. An example run tree, growing from left to right

3.2 Synthesis Games
A commonly used formalism to study the synthesis problem are two-player games.
Formally, a game is defined as a tuple G = (V 0 , V 1 , Σ 0 , Σ 1 , E 0 , E 1 , v init , F ). We
have two players, called player 0 and player 1. Every player p has a set of vertices V p ,
a set of actions Σ p , and an edge function E p : V p × Σ p → V (1−p) . Without loss of
generality, we assume that the initial position v init is an element of V 0 . For the scope of
this paper, the winning condition F is defined as a set of subsets of the edges of player
1
1
1, i.e., F ⊆ 2V ×Σ .
In a synthesis game, we declare one player to be the system player, whereas the other
player is the environment player. The system player tries to win the game according to
the winning condition F , whereas the environment player tries to prevent this.
During the course of the play, the two players alternate in making their moves. They
do so by choosing from their respective sets of actions. Afterwards, the position in the
game is updated according to the player’s edge function, and the play continues. Since
the edge functions are required to be total, the play of the game never ends. During the
course of the play, the moves of the two players can be collected into their decision
sequence ρ = ρ00 ρ10 ρ01 ρ11 ρ02 . . ., in which for every i ∈ IN and p ∈ {0, 1}, we have
ρpi ∈ Σ p . The corresponding play of the game represents the sequence of positions
visited when the two players choose their actions as described in ρ. Formally, a play
π = π00 π01 π10 π11 π02 . . . corresponding to ρ is defined as π00 = v init and for every i ∈ IN
1−p
= Ep (πip , ρpi ). We say that a play is winning for player
and p ∈ {0, 1}, we have πi+p
1 if for all sets of X ∈ F , player 1 chooses edges in X infinitely often, i.e., there are
infinitely many indices i ∈ IN such that (πi1 , ρ1i ) ∈ X. Such a winning condition is
typically called transition-based generalized Büchi for games in which V0 and V1 are
finite.
Any of the two players in the game can play a strategy. Formally, a strategy for
player p ∈ {0, 1} is a function f p : (Σ 1−p )∗ → Σ p . We say that a decision sequence
ρ = ρ00 ρ10 ρ01 ρ11 ρ02 . . . is in correspondence to some strategy f p if for all i ∈ IN, we have
p
ρ1−p
. . . ρ1−p
ρpi = f p (ρ1−p
0
1
i−1+p ). If for some strategy f , all decision sequences that are
p
in correspondence to f induce plays that are winning for player p, then we say that f p
is a winning strategy for player p. We also say that player p wins the game whenever it
has a winning strategy.
The fact that strategies in games and implementations of systems with identifiers
look very similar is no coincidence, as we want to use games to solve synthesis
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problems – we build games such that the winning strategies for the system player in the
games are in fact the implementations that we are searching for. Starting from a universal semi-one-weak automaton A = (Q, S, δ, qinit , F ), taking player 1 as the system
player, and calling player 0 the environment player, we build a game G = (V 0 , V 1 , Σ 0 ,
Σ 1 , E 0 , E 1 , v init , F ) such that Σ 0 = IS and Σ 1 = OS. We furthermore define:
V 0 = 2Π
V 1 = V0 × IS
E 0 (v, x) = (v, x) for all v ∈ V 0 , x ∈ Σ 0
E 1 ((v, x), y) = {(q  , f  ) ∈ Π | ∃(q, f ) ∈ v, ((q, f ), (x, y), (q  , f  )) ∈ δΠ }
for all v ∈ V 0 , x ∈ Σ 0 , y ∈ Σ 1
v init = {(q0 , ∅)}
F=



{{(X, x, y) ⊆ 2Π × IS × OS |

(q,f )∈(Q\F )×(Var→ID)

(q, f ) ∈
/ X ∨ ((q, f ), (x, y), (q, f )) ∈
/ δΠ }}
In this game, every position in V 0 intuitively describes a set of run points in the run tree,
and E 0 and E 1 ensure that whenever the two players construct some prefix decision sequence ρ = ρ00 ρ10 ρ01 ρ11 . . . ρ0k ρ1k , then for v being the position reached in the game along
a play for this sequence, v is precisely the set of run points that are at level k in the run
tree for a word starting with (ρ00 , ρ10 )(ρ01 , ρ11 ) . . . (ρ00 , ρ10 )(ρ0k , ρ1k ). Thus, we can intuitively read off the complete run tree for a decision sequence from its induced play. The
winning condition F then characterizes the set of run trees for which along no branch
we eventually get stuck in a run point for a rejecting state. This ensures that precisely the
decision sequences that have winning plays in the game are accepted by the specification automaton, and thus the game can be called the synthesis game for A. Note that we
used the semi-one-weakness of our specification automaton and the fact that variable
values never change along a run of the automaton in the definition of the winning condition. Without these facts, the winning condition would need to trace the history of a run
point in order for the winning plays in the game to represent the traces that satisfy the
specification from which we built the game. The winning condition could not be simply
concerned with the edges that are taken infinitely often along a play in the game then.
Lemma 1. Let A be a specification automaton over some interface (IB , II , OB , OI ),
and G be a game built from A and the interface according to the definitions above.
If and only if G is winning for player 1, there exists an implementation with interface
(IB , II , OB , OI ) all of whose runs are in the language described by A. Furthermore,
the winning strategies for player 1 in G are such implementations.
Determinacy of synthesis games: An important question in game theory is whether
a class of games is determined, i.e., whether any game in the class admits a winning
strategy for one of the players. By the connection between semi-one-weak automata
with identifiers and their corresponding games established by Lemma 1, determinacy
of all games of the form described above implies that our synthesis problem is actually
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well-posed: for every specification, there is either an implementation, or we can (theoretically) prove that none exists.
Martin [11] showed that every two-player game for which the winning plays for one
of the players form a Borel set is determined. This argument is not directly applicable
to the type of games built here, as the set of Borel sets is only closed under countable
unions/set intersections, but as the identifier domain is infinite, the set of positions in
synthesis games can be non-countable. However, note that any identifier value used as
input or output of the two players that did not yet occur in the prefix decision sequence
in a game always has the same effect on whether a play is going to be winning or not.
Thus, we can restrict both players to use fresh identifiers in a certain order (e.g., in
increasing order when using integer identifiers) without changing any property of the
game, except for the fact that in every position, the two players now only have a finite
set of possible moves. This makes the set of positions in the game countable and it can
then be shown that the winning plays for any of the players is a Borel set.
Undecidability of synthesis from semi-one-weak automata with identifiers: Despite
the simplicity of our specification framework for systems with identifiers, its synthesis problem is unfortunately undecidable. Intuitively, the reason is that we can translate
a Turing machine description to a specification that is unrealizable if and only if the Turing machine halts on the empty input tape – the environment in this context provides a
sequence of identifiers that serve as addresses on the tape, and the system is required to
output the sequence of Turing tape computations along with the Turing machine state.
By requiring that an accepting Turing machine state must never be reached, we connect
the realizability problem with Turing machine acceptance.
Theorem 1. Realizability checking for specifications expressed as semi-one-weak universal automata with identifiers is undecidable.

4 Synthesis Algorithm
As the realizability problem for specifications represented as semi-one-weak universal
automata with identifier variables is undecidable, we can only rely on sound, but incomplete, methods to perform synthesis for such specifications. The main idea pursued
in the following is to build a finite game that abstracts from details in the synthesis
games defined in Section 3.2. The fact that the only data type we consider in this paper
are identifiers comes to our rescue at this point, as the single operation that needs to be
supported for them is checking for equality. To characterize a situation in the game, it
thus suffices to state the equalities of the variable valuations in different run points by
which a game position is labeled. We combine this idea with sound overapproximation
of game situations to ensure the correctness of the computed implementations.
4.1 Patterns
Let A be a universal automaton with identifiers, and G be the game built from A according to the construction from Sect. 3.2. If for a position v ∈ V0 , changing the initial
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¬gf ∧ ¬ge

true
q0

true/a := ri

true
q1

gf ∧ ¬ge ∧ gi = a

q2

ge /a := ri
Fig. 3. Example specification for an interface (IB , II , OB , OI ) with IB = ∅, II = {ri }, OB =
{ge , gf }, and OI = {gi }

position to v leads to the game being losing for the system player, then v is called a bad
position, as once the game reaches v in a play, the system player has no strategy to win.
Note that the definition of the games considered here makes sure that if some position
v is a bad position, then some other position v  that we can obtain by taking a bijective
function g : ID → ID, and replacing every identifier i in v by g(i), is also a bad position, as the concrete values of the identifiers do not matter in our setting, and only their
equivalences are of importance. This observation gives rise to the idea of abstracting
positions into patterns.
Consider the example specification in Figure 3. In the game that is built according to
the construction from Sect. 3.2 from the specification, the position {(q0 , ∅), (q1 , {a →
1}), (q1 , {a → 2})} is losing for the system player. This can be seen from the fact that
from that position, either gf or ge have to be set to true by the system player in order
to eventually leave the run points (q1 , {a → 1}) and (q1 , {a → 2}), with q1 being
rejecting. Since choosing ge = true would lead to the transition from q0 to q2 being
taken, and choosing gf = true would lead to taking the transition to q2 as gi cannot be
1 and 2 at the same time, we cannot avoid transitioning to q2 , from where we reject a
suffix run of the automaton. By the fact that we could replace the concrete identifiers by
other values that keep the relationship between the items, and obtain an equally losing
position, we call P = {(q0 , ∅), (q1 , α1 ), (q1 , α2 )} a bad pattern, as every position that
represents an instantiation of this pattern (by substituting the variables α1 and α2 by
concrete, distinct identifiers values) is losing for the system player.
Note that bad patterns describe sufficient conditions for losing a game. If P is a
bad pattern in a game, then the pattern tells us that any position for which we find an
instantiation of the bad pattern in its run point set is losing. This way, for example,
also the position {(q0 , ∅), (q1 , a → 12), (q1 , a → 42), (q1 , a → 123)} is losing, as a
bad pattern matches a subset of its run points. This stems from the fact that positions
are characterized by the run points for runs in a universal automaton, and the more
combinations we have, the more properties does the suffix decision sequence have to
fulfill in order for the overall decision sequence to be accepted by the automaton.
4.2 Abstract Games
To solve the synthesis problem for a universal semi-one-weak specification automaton A = (Q, S, δ, qinit , F ) with identifiers, we take the concrete synthesis game G
built from the specification according to Sect. 3.2, and build an abstract game GA from
G that is finite, and thus can be solved by practical game solving algorithms. Every
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position in the abstract game is labeled by a set of forbidden patterns. The abstract position then represents all concrete game positions for which we cannot instantiate any
forbidden pattern in the run points by which the concrete game position is labeled. In
every abstract position, we require the system player to have suitable next moves for
every corresponding concrete position. Thus, if the system player can win the game, we
know that the specification is realizable.
Patterns can be arbitrarily large, as they can have an arbitrary number of elements.
To obtain a finite number of game positions with this idea, we only take patterns from
a finite base set of patterns M into consideration. We can, for example, define M
to be the set of all patterns with ≤ b elements for some b ∈ IN. With a restricted
base set of patterns, our game is only approximate. To achieve the soundness of a
synthesis approach based on this idea, we have to ensure that the approximation does
not restrict the environment player in any way, and can only put the system player in a
disadvantage, as we will do below.
Having only a finite number of positions however does not automatically make the
game finite. In fact, the action sets in G are also infinite. As a remedy, in our abstract
game, the two players make abstract decisions for their identifier and boolean signals.
We use an abstraction that is both simple and powerful: the environment player chooses
a subset of the specification automaton transitions as its move, while the system player
declares the next forbidden patterns and the states for which it wants to make progress.
The idea here is to let the two players announce the effect of their choice of moves in
the synthesis game rather than giving concrete identifier values, i.e., which automaton
transitions are enabled by the move of the environment, and what the successor pattern
set is. This idea reduces the two player’s decisions to a finite domain.
Recall that for a transition (q, C, A, q  ) ∈ δ to fire, all constraints in C have to be
fulfilled. We call a transition semi-enabled (by the environment player) for some choice
of boolean and identifier input signal valuations if all constraints over the input signals
are satisfied. For an environment player’s move to be legal from a position v in the
abstract game GA , there has to exist some position in G that satisfies all of the constraints
of the patterns by which v is marked and some identifier input signal valuation such that
the transitions chosen by the player are semi-enabled by the input signals.
After the environment player has made its move, it is the system player’s task to (1)
choose a set of successor patterns and (2) declare for which rejecting states it wants to
perform progress on leaving them. We say that a state is left at a point in the run of the
automaton if either the run is not in that state at the point considered, or the state’s selfloop is not taken. Consider for example the excerpt from the synthesis game depicted in
Figure 4 that we built from the specification in Figure 1. The system player, who owns
the left-most position in the figure, can enforce to leave run point (q1 , {a → 3}) by
choosing gf ∧ gi = 3 as the next move, and it can enforce to leave run point (q1 , {a →
5}) by choosing gf ∧ gi = 5. Thus, it can declare to be able to make progress on
leaving (any run point for) state q1 and to transition to a position in which the patterns
{(q1 , {a → α1 }), (q1 , {a → α2 })} and {(q3 , ∅)} cannot be instantiated.
The system player has to play conservatively, i.e., choose its move while taking into
account every concrete position that satisfies the constraints imposed by the patterns
in v and any of the environment player’s concrete input signal values for which the
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gf ∧ gi = 5

{(q0 , ∅), (q1 , {a → 3}), (q2 , ∅)}

({(q0 , ∅), (q1 , {a → 3}), (q1 , {a → 5})}, gf ∧ gi = 3
{rf → false, ri → 123})
¬gf ∧ gi = 4

{(q0 , ∅), (q1 , {a → 5}), (q2 , ∅)}

{(q0 , ∅), (q1 , {a → 3}), (q1 , {a → 5})}

Fig. 4. An excerpt from a concrete synthesis game. Positions of player 0 are drawn as ellipses,
while the position of player 1 is denoted as a rectangle.

environment player’s chosen transition set is valid. In all of these possible cases, there
has to be some concrete move of the system player that ensures that the resulting successor position in the concrete game satisfies the patterns declared by the player, and at the
same time, progress can be performed by leaving any run point for the states declared.
Let us now formalize GA using these ideas. The specification automaton A is given
for some interface (IB , II , OB , OI ), and we have a finite set of base patterns M. A
pattern is a set of elements of Θ, where Θ = Q × (Var  {αi }i∈IN ) is the set of
pattern atoms. Without loss of generality, we assume that for every pattern atom (q, f ),
the domain of f is S(q), and for all P ∈ M, the set {i ∈ IN | ∃(q, f ) ∈ P, e ∈
S(q) : f (e) = αi } is of the form {0, 1, . . . , j} for some j ∈ IN. Formally, we define
0
1
0
1
GA = (VA0 , VA1 , ΣA
, ΣA
, EA
, EA
, v init , F ) with the following properties (using the
function Post as a placeholder to be explained below):
VA0 = 2M ∪ {⊥, }
0
VA1 = 2M × ΣA
0
ΣA
= 2δ
1
ΣA
= 2M × 2Q\F
0
0
EA
(v, X) = (v, X) for all v ∈ 2M , X ∈ ΣA
1
1
EA
((v, X), (YP , YD )) = Post(v, X, YP , YD ) for all (v, X) ∈ VA1 , (YP , YD ) ∈ ΣA

F = {VA1 × 2M × Hq | q ∈ (Q \ F ),
Hq = {Q ⊆ Q \ F | q ∈ Q }}
v init = M \ {∅, {(q0 )}}
The special positions  and ⊥ are declared to be winning/losing for the system player,
respectively, so that no successors positions of them need to be defined. All the work
in updating the position in the game is deferred to the function Post. Evaluating this
function is done in multiple steps. The first step is to check if the environment/input
player (player 0) chose a valid move, i.e., if there exists a concrete position that is
described by v for which the input player can semi-enable X. Otherwise, the move
makes no sense, and we transition to position , which is a sink (i.e., has no outgoing
transitions) and represents that player 0 has made a faulty move.
Then, the Post operator checks the system player’s move. As the system player declares which patterns should not be instantiable in the next concrete position and along
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which run points it can promise progress, we move to position ⊥ whenever the system
player is promising too much. In particular, the system player should be able to keep
the promise for all position/concrete input combinations for which the environment
player’s move is valid. In all of these cases, there has to exist some concrete output that
leads to a position that does not allow to instantiate any of the promised patterns. At the
same time, the system player should be able to make progress with respect to any of the
promised run points without violating one of these promised patterns. More formally,
the Post function is defined as follows:
– We have Post(v, X, YP , YD ) =  if there does not exist some P ⊆ Π and x ∈
II × IB such that:
• no pattern of v can be instantiated in P , and
• X is the set of transitions that are semi-enabled by P and x.
– We define Post(v, X, YP , YD ) = ⊥ if for every P ⊆ Π and x ∈ IS such that
• no pattern of v can be instantiated in P , and
• X is the set of transitions that are semi-enabled by P and x,
we do not have that for every run point πD = (q, f ) ∈ P with q ∈ YD , there
exists some y ∈ OS such that:
• no pattern in YP can be instantiated in {π  ∈ Π | ∃π ∈ P : (π, (x, y), π  ) ∈
δΠ }, and
• we have that {π  ∈ Π | (πD , (x, y), π  ) ∈ δΠ } is empty.
– We have Post(v, X, YP , YD ) = YP in all other cases.
Theorem 2. Let A be a specification for some interface (IB , II , OB , OI ), and GA be
the abstract game with initial state v init built from A. If GA is winning for player 1 from
v init , then there exists an implementation f : IS ∗ → OS such that all words w that
are runs of f are accepted by A.
Proof. To prove the claim, we show how f can be implemented from a strategy in
GA that is winning for player 1. We describe f as a program that maintains two data
structures: (1) the set of run points of A for the prefix of the decision sequence w
observed so far, and (2) a queue of run points over non-accepting states in which run
points for non-accepting states are queued. The implementation always keeps the set upto-date and uses the queue for scheduling which run points of non-accepting states are
to be left next. By cycling through all of them in the queue, it is ensured that we never
get stuck in one of these run points along w, so that w is accepted by A. Additionally,
f traces the current position p in GA .
Let f  be a strategy for player 1 to win GA from v init . Our implementation f works
as follows: Whenever the implementation obtains a new next input x ∈ IB ×II , it computes the set of transitions X that the input x semi-activates from the current position
p. Let (YP , YD ) be the move that f  performs for X from p. The implementation then
computes a concrete output that leads to leaving the first run point in the queue for a
state in YD . By the definition of Post, it is made sure that we can always find a concrete
output such that additionally, the successor run point set is allowed by YP . Note that
this computation can be performed in finite time, as we are only concerned with finite
sets.
As f  is winning, this means that for all non-accepting states q, we infinitely often
have q ∈ YD along the play. Thus, every run point for a non-accepting state is eventually
left, and for a semi-one-weak automaton A, this means that w is accepted by A.
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4.3 Computing the Transitions in the Abstract Games
While the abstract games described above only have a finite number of positions and
thus can be analyzed by standard algorithms for generalized Büchi game solving [4],
we only shifted the problem of dealing with an infinite number of positions in the realizability game to dealing with sets P ⊆ Π of run points with an unbounded size
in the definition of Post. To effectively compute Post in a practical realizability game
building algorithm, we have to reduce reasoning about these sets to efficiently decidable
problems. Note that if we manage to only reason about sets P of a bounded size, then
this already suffices – as only equality and inequality of identifier values matter, we can
then simply enumerate all possible equivalence relations between the identifier values.
So it remains to reduce reasoning about such sets P of unbounded size to reasoning about a bounded number of identifier values. First of all, consider checking if
Post(v, X, YP , YD ) =  holds. We can restrict our search for P to sets of cardinality |X|, as we only need at most one run point per transition in order to semi-enable it,
and having more run points only makes it harder to ensure that no pattern in v can be
instantiated in P . In fact, we can even restrict our search to having precisely one run
point (q, f ) for every transition in X such that the transition starts from q.
Testing if Post(v, X, YP , YD ) = ⊥ holds while only quantifying over finite sets is
a bit more difficult. We apply the following idea in order to avoid having to reason
over very large sets P in order not to sacrifice soundness. We again consider sets P of
cardinality |X| as above, and require that for every concrete input x ∈ IS such that
X is the set of transitions activated from P and for every run point (q, f ) in P with
q ∈ YD , there exists a concrete output y ∈ Y such that the run point (q, f ) is left under
(x, y). Additionally, we quantify over all run point sets P  of size bmax , where bmax is
the largest size of a pattern in M, and require that from the concrete position P  , we
do not reach a position through (x, y) in which some pattern in YP can be instantiated
if P ∪ P  does not violate a pattern in v and if not more than |X| transitions are semienabled from P ∪ P  for X. The idea here is that the system player has to come up
with a move that allows leaving any possible run points for the non-accepting states
declared in YD and that is robust with respect to adding more run points. In a sense, we
hide certain run points from the system player, but the system player knows already the
patterns that cannot be instantiated in the current concrete position. This allows us to
quantify only over sets of size bmax in P  . If the system player can choose y such that
adding more “surprise” run points does not let it exceed YP after the next transition,
then the system player has shown that it can make a robust next choice to hold the
progress promise YD and the successor position promise YP after the current round.
We only need to consider at most bmax predecessor run points for this check as for no
pattern, we need more than bmax run points before a transition in order to violate it
after a transition. By letting player 1 fix its choices before the “surprise” run points are
chosen, we only have to quantify over elements in P  once for any possible pattern in
YP that can potentially be instantiable in the concrete game position after the transition.
As a summary, we use the following finite-step game for testing if
Post (v, X, YP , YD ) = ⊥ holds, where Post denotes the approximate version of
Post implementing the ideas from above:
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1. First, the environment player chooses some run points P (one for each element in
X) and concrete input x such that x semi-enables the transitions in X.
2. Then, the environment player chooses some run point (q, f ) ∈ P with q ∈ YD
along which the system has to make progress (only if YD = ∅).
3. It is then the system player’s turn to choose some concrete output y that leads to
leaving the run point chosen by the other player (if any). The environment player
wins if this is not possible.
4. Finally, the environment player picks bmax additional run points P  . If any pattern
of YP can be instantiated in {π  ∈ Π | ∃π ∈ P ∪ P  : (π, (x, y), π  ) ∈ δΠ } while
no pattern in v is instantiable in P ∪ P  and X semi-enables the transitions in X for
x from P ∪ P  , the environment player wins. Otherwise the system player wins.
4.4 Applying an (ALL)QBF Solver for Efficient Reasoning in Practice
After we have reduced computing the Post function (i.e., our approximate version
of Post) to a problem over finitely many elements in the previous subsection, it
makes sense to discuss how to compute Post in practice. Observe that testing iff
Post (v, X, YP , YD ) = ⊥ holds for some values of v, X, YP , and YD is the most
difficult step and can be formulated as the finite-step game given above. This fact suggests that using a solver for quantified boolean formulas (QBF) is reasonable. We can
encode the boolean input and output variables in x and y as simple boolean values.
For the identifiers involved in the finite-step game, let C = {c0 , c1 , . . . , cn } be the
set of identifier variables in the run points and input and output signals involved, and
c0 , c1 , . . . , cn be the order in which they are introduced. We reserve a family of boolean
variables {eij }ci ,cj ∈C as an equality matrix between them that represents which identifier variables point to the same identifier. As equality is an equivalence relation, the
matrix {eij }ci ,cj ∈C must represent such a relation. We assign the task to keep the matrix
representing an equivalence relation to the two players in the finite-step game; whenever a player introduces a new variable ck for 0 ≤ k ≤ n in the game, the player must
assign values to {eik , eki | 0 ≤ i ≤ k} such that {eij }i,j∈{0,...,k} is still an equivalence
relation.
We encode the QBF instance from the point of view of the system player that asks if
for some given v and X, there exists some choice for YP and YD such that the system
player wins the finite-step game explained above. This has the advantage that we can
model YP and YD using free variables and apply an ALLQBF [2] solver to compute
a boolean formula g that represents all valuations of the free variables that make the
quantified boolean formula satisfied. From g, we can then easily enumerate all Paretooptimal moves using a satisfiability (SAT) solver. We call a valuation of YP and YD
Pareto-optimal if no element can be added to YD and no element can be added to YP
such that the resulting valuation of the free variables in the QBF instance is still a model
of it. Note that for building the abstract realizability game GA , we only have to consider
the Pareto-optimal choices of the system player as playing non-optimal moves does not
help the system player in any way.
For computing the possible values for X that do not let the environment
player lose the finite-step game from some position v (i.e., computing whether
Post (v, X, YP , YD ) =  holds for arbitrary YP and YD ), we can apply the same
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equality matrix encoding. However, this time, we only need a SAT solver as there is
no quantifier alternation. Again, we only enumerate the Pareto-optimal choices, i.e., the
largest elements X that avoid having Post (v, X, YP , YD ) =  .
4.5 Completeness for Unrealizable Safety Specifications
Assume that the specification we are concerned with is of safety type, i.e., all rejecting
states in the specification automaton have an unconstrained self-loop. As the (concrete)
synthesis game is determined, this means that for every unrealizable such specification,
there is some number k such that the environment has already won after k steps, and
there is only a finite set of positions that might be visited before that. If we add enough
patterns to distinguish all of these positions from all respective other positions, then
after analyzing the abstract game, we can see that all positions visited before losing
the game (i.e., before entering some rejecting state) only characterize one concrete position each. From this fact we can infer that the specification under concern is in fact
unrealizable. Thus, by adding a post-solution abstract game analysis step to check if all
abstract positions only represent one concrete position each, the algorithm can always
detect unrealizable safety specifications.

5 Experimental Results
We implemented our synthesis approach, without the extensions of Sect. 4.5, in a prototype implementation written in Python, using the SAT solver P ICOSAT V.957 [3] and
the ALLQBF solver G HOST Q 0.85 [9] as solving engines. As there is no other synthesis tool for infinite-state systems to compare against, in our evaluation, we focus on
showing the applicability of our techniques on an example of practical relevance.
Case study: We synthesize a controller to let a robot automatically deliver menu items
in a restaurant to guests who ordered them. We partition the floor of the restaurant into a
set of regions Z and define the neighborhood relation of regions in the restaurant by an
adjacency relation R ⊆ Z × Z. The robot can move between adjacent regions in every
computation cycle, and pick up or deliver a food item. Food is always picked up from
the same region zpickup (i.e., the kitchen), where we assume a tray with prepared food
that is continuously replenished to be located. The first customer orders specific food
items, while the other one just requests any food item to be delivered. Figure 5 depicts
the setting.
For our reactive system, we have as interface (IB , II , OB , OI ) with IB = {rorder1 ,
rorder 2 }, II = {f }, OB = {mz | z ∈ Z} ∪ {deliver }, and OI = {pickup}. The
specification has the following constraints:
– At every point in time, the robot is only in one region mz , and if the region changes
from one cycle to the next one, the predecessor and successor regions are connected
by R.
– Whenever food item i is ordered by customer 1 (i.e., we have f = i and rorder 1
= true), then eventually, the robot picks up food item i from zpickup and does not
deliver it until it is in region 4 (i.e., m4 = true) at which point it should deliver it.
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Fig. 5. A restaurant scenario with seven zones and two clients. The robot starts in zone z0 .

– The robot always picks up a food item of kind pickup when entering the kitchen.
– The robot must deliver a food item before entering the kitchen again. Deliveries
may only take place in regions with customers.
– Whenever customer 2 orders food, then a food item is eventually brought to region
2.
– The robot does not deliver a food item to customer 1 that has not been ordered.
– New orders by a customer are ignored if there are orders by the same customer
that have not yet been fulfilled.
We consider one variant of the scenario with the second customer being present, and
one variant without that customer. In both cases, around 70 transitions are needed to
model the respective scenario.
In addition to the robot scenario, we also considered the mutex protocol from Figure
1 and the example specification from Figure 3.
Results: Table 1 shows the experimental results for building the abstract games. The
computation times were obtained on an Intel i5-3230M 2.60GHz computer running an
x64-version of Linux. The actual game solving process of the abstract games always
took less than 0.1 seconds.
As pattern sets, we always start with all patterns of size at most 1. For the robot waiter
scenario, we find the resulting abstract games to be losing for the system player. An
analysis of the scenario reveals that the reason is that we have a state qc1 that disallows
the robot to deliver a menu item to customer 1 that is different to the one previously
stored. This state has the task to check that only ordered menu items are delivered. It
is entered whenever a menu item is ordered while no request is yet unfulfilled. When
entering the state, the menu item requested is stored into the (single) variable in its
scope. If we are in this state with two different run points, then there is no menu item
that the robot can deliver. However, this is a situation that cannot occur during a play
in the concrete synthesis game. By adding the pattern {(qc1 , α0 ), (qc1 , α1 )}, this is taken
into account in the abstract game and the setting becomes realizable. This modified
pattern set is denoted as “1+ ” in Table 1.
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Table 1. Result table for the prototype implementation of our synthesis approach
Benchmark:
# States:
# Transitions:
Max. pattern
size considered:
Time to build
abstract game:
Number of positions
in abstract game:
Number of edges
in abstract game:
Realizable:

1-client
2-client Mutex Example from
robot waiter robot waiter
Figure 3
17
19
4
3
68
72
7
6
1

1+

1

1+

1

1

2

3

19m 25m 19m 28m 1.08s 0.6s 1.3s 4.5s
10.2s 35.5s 11.5s 50.0s
174

216

209

255

10

6

4

4

658

792

966 1152

14

7

4

4

✗

✓

✓

✗

✓

✓

✗

✓

For the mutex protocol, taking all patterns of size at most 1 suffices. On the other
hand, the example specification from Figure 3 is not found to be realizable with the
patterns of size at most one. Thus, we also considered all patterns of size up to 2 (and
additionally 3), where we removed patterns that are equivalent to other patterns in the set
(such as, e.g., {(q1 , α1 ), (q2 , α2 )} when {(q1 , α2 ), (q2 , α1 )} is also present). Starting
with a maximum pattern size of 2, the specification is found to be realizable.
It can be seen that the robot waiter scenario can be tackled by our approach, despite
the large number of transitions in its specification automaton. While at first, this may
seem surprising (after all, the number of different moves for the environment player
in the abstract game is exponential in the number of automaton transitions), this success can be attributed to the idea to only enumerate the Pareto-optimal moves and use
SAT and ALLQBF solvers as efficient reasoning engines, which reduces the size of the
abstract game and the computation times.

6 Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we presented the first synthesis approach for specifications with identifier
variables that is capable of deriving infinite-state implementations for cases in which
these are actually needed. For showing the practical feasibility of our approach, we
applied it to a robot waiter scenario. Our work can be seen as one of the first steps
towards solving the problem of reactive synthesis with data constraints. We focused on
identifiers as data type here, as these are relatively simple to handle, and thus suitable for
one of the first examinations of the reactive synthesis problem with data. We conjecture
that our modeling framework, i.e., universal semi-one-weak automata, remains useful
when extending the data domain, as the model is both simple and powerful.
Our prototype implementation uses off-the-shelf SAT and (ALL)QBF solvers and
employs a simple equivalence-matrix-based approach to deal with the identifiers in this
context. We conjecture that there is still a lot of room for improvement, e.g., by optimizing the QBF encoding and using a special (ALL)QBF solver that is tuned towards
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finding only the Pareto-optimal variable valuations. Also, a counter-example guided
abstraction refinement approach to pattern selection might be suitable.
This work was driven by investigating the class of specifications that can be supported in a practical synthesis algorithm working over an infinite data domain. Thus,
the specification class and the solution algorithm are carefully aligned. It would be interesting to examine how the specification class can be further extended (such as by
loosening the semi-one-weakness requirement). Additionally, it would be useful to develop a suitable specification logic from which the universal automata can be efficiently
generated.
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